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Abstract
DM-cache is a component of the device mapper of Linux
kernel, which has been widely used to map SSDs and HDDs
onto higher-level virtual block devices that take fast SSDs as
a cache for slow HDDs to achieve high I/O performance at
low monetary cost. While enjoying the beneﬁt of persistent
caching where SSDs accelerate normal I/O without affecting
durability, the current design of DM-cache suffers from
long crash recovery times (at the scale of hours) and low
availability. This is because its metadata of dirty bits has to
be asynchronously persisted for high I/O performance, which
consequently causes all cached data on SSDs to be assumed
dirty and to be recovered after the system is restarted.
This paper presents MapperX, a novel extension to DMcache that uses an on-disk adaptive bit-tree (ABT) to synchronously maintain the metadata of dirty bits in a hierarchical manner. Leveraging spatial locality of block writes, MapperX achieves controlled metadata persistence overhead with
fast crash recovery by adaptively adding/deleting leaves in
the ABT where different levels represent the states of blocks
with different granularity. We have implemented MapperX
for Linux DM-cache module. Experimental results show
that the MapperX based hybrid storage device outperforms
the original DM-cache based hybrid device by orders of
magnitude in crash recovery times while only introducing
negligible metadata persistence overhead.

1

Introduction

SSDs (solid state drives) are preferable to HDDs (hard
disk drives) in building cloud storage systems [11, 31, 33,
35, 43, 44, 51, 65, 66] as SSDs signiﬁcantly outperform
HDDs in random small I/O [13, 14, 26, 27, 40] which is
dominant in the cloud [44, 48]. Since currently SSDs are
still much more expensive than HDDs, in recent years we see
a trend of adopting HDD-SSD hybrid storage for high I/O
performance at low monetary cost. For instance, U RSA [38]
is a distributed block storage system which stores primary
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replicas on SSDs and replicates backup replicas on HDDs;
and SSHD [28] integrates a small SSD inside a large HDD
of which the SSD acts as a cache.
As the demand of HDD-SSD hybrid storage increases,
Linux kernel has supported users to combine HDDs and
SSDs to jointly provide virtual block storage service. DMcache [5] is a component of the device mapper [4] in the
kernel, which has been widely used in industry to map SSDs
and HDDs onto higher-level virtual block devices that take
fast SSDs as a cache for slow HDDs. DM-cache records
the mapping between SSDs and HDDs for each cached
block in its metadata. When DM-cache adopts the default
writeback mode, a block write will go only to the SSD
cache and get acknowledged after being marked dirty, so
that the dirty block could be demoted from the SSD cache
to the HDD later in a batch for accelerating random small
I/O. Linux kernel also provides other modules (Bcache [3]
and Flashcache [9]) which have similar functionalities with
DM-cache.
While enjoying the performance beneﬁt of persistent
caching without affecting data durability [68], in the current
design of DM-cache and its variations the metadata of dirty
bits has to be asynchronously persisted (with a hard-coded
period of one second), otherwise the synchronous update
overhead of the metadata for each write would be overwhelming. Unfortunately, asynchronous metadata update
causes all cached data on SSDs to be assumed dirty once
the system crashes and gets restarted, which results in long
crash recovery times and consequently low availability. For
example, in our production storage cluster we use DMcache to combine SSDs with HDDs for hybrid block storage,
and it will take more than two hours (depending on the
locality of workloads) to recover from a crash even if
most cached blocks are clean. The low availability caused
by asynchronous metadata update prevents Linux kernel’s
hybrid storage mechanisms from being widely applied in
availability-sensitive scenarios.
To address this problem, in this paper we present MapperX, a novel extension to DM-cache that uses an on-
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disk adaptive bit-tree (ABT) to synchronously maintain the
metadata of dirty bits in a hierarchical manner. Workloads in
the cloud usually have adequate write locality [36, 38, 48],
which can be exploited to use one bit to represent the state
of a range of consecutive blocks and thus effectively reduce
the number of actual persistence operations for synchronous
metadata update. Leveraging spatial locality of block writes,
MapperX achieves controlled metadata persistence overhead
with fast crash recovery by adaptively adding/deleting leaves
at different levels in the ABT, which represent the states of
blocks with different granularity.
We have implemented MapperX for Linux DM-cache
module. Experimental results show that for workloads with
certain localities the MapperX based hybrid storage device
outperforms the original DM-cache based hybrid device by
orders of magnitude in crash recovery times while only
introducing negligible metadata persistence overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background and problem of DM-cache. Section 3 presents the design of MapperX. Section 4 evaluates
the performance of MapperX and compares it with the
original DM-cache. Section 5 discusses related work. And
ﬁnally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Background
DM-Cache Overview

DM-cache is a component of the Linux kernel’s device mapper, a volume management framework that allows various
mappings to be created between physical and virtual block
devices. DM-cache allows one or more fast ﬂash-based
SSDs (cache devices) to act as a cache for one or more slower
mechanical HDDs (origin devices). In this section we brieﬂy
introduce the basic caching mechanism of DM-cache.
Like most cache solutions, DM-cache has three operating modes, namely, writeback, writethrough, and
passthrough, among which only the default writeback
mode can accelerate small writes (by asynchronously persisting SSD-cached data to HDDs). In this paper we focus on
DM-cache’s writeback mode. Linux provides DM-cache
with various (plug-in) cache policy modules, such as multiqueue (MQ) and stochastic multi-queue (SMQ), to determine
which blocks (and when) should be migrated from an HDD
to an SSD (a.k.a. promoted) or from an SSD to an HDD
(a.k.a. demoted). The cache policy is orthogonal to this
paper, and we simply adopt the default SMQ policy which
performs the best for most workloads.
DM-cache can use either the SSD cache device or a separate metadata device to store its metadata, which includes
the mapping (between the cached blocks on SSDs and the
original blocks on HDDs) and the dirty bits, as well as other
policy-related metadata such as per-block hit counts. DMcache adopts a ﬁxed (but conﬁgurable before cache creation)
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Figure 1: DM-cache maps HDDs and SSDs onto higher level
virtual block devices.
block size typically between 32KB and 1MB.
Consider a small write to a virtual DM-cache device in the
writeback mode.
If the target block is already in the SSD cache, then as
shown in Fig. 1, (i) the new data (W ) is written to the SSD,
(ii) the corresponding bit of the block is set dirty in memory,
and (iii) the write is acknowledged. The cached block
will be asynchronously persisted to the HDD according to
the cache policy. There are two kinds of metadata: the
metadata for the cached block’s mapping (between SSD and
HDD) already exists and thus needs no persistence; and the
metadata for the block’s dirty bit has to be asynchronously
persisted (one persistence per second by default), because
once being synchronously persisted this update will be on
the critical path of writing W which would greatly affect
the performance of cached writes, as demonstrated in the
next subsection. In original DM-cache the persistence of
dirty bits is not for crash recovery but for (e.g., batterybacked) graceful shutdown which happens after dirty bits
are (incrementally) persisted, so that up-to-date dirty-bit
metadata can be read after reboot.
If the target block is not yet in the cache, then the processing is slightly complex: when the write is not aligned with a
block, the block needs to be ﬁrst promoted to the cache with
the ﬁrst kind of (mapping) metadata being persisted, after
which the processing is the same as cached block writes.
Note that the mapping metadata must be synchronously
updated, in which case the synchronous update of the dirtybit metadata is less harmful because the number of metadata
writes only increases from one to two. In contrast, if the
mapping metadata needs no update then the number of
metadata writes sharply increases from zero to one. Mapping
metadata update is largely decided by the locality of the
workloads together with the replacement policy. Generally
speaking, higher locality of writes causes less changes of
mapping metadata which makes synchronous dirty-bit per-
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Figure 2: Synchronous updates of dirty bits severely affect
the I/O performance, evaluated using one HDD + one SSD.
sistence have higher negative impact on the performance of
cached writes, and vice versa.

2.2

The Main Drawback of DM-Cache

To demonstrate the runtime performance problem of persisting dirty bit for each write, we compare the IOPS of
DM-cache with synchronous and asynchronous updates,
respectively. We use fio to perform random writes (rw
= randwrite) and evaluate the IOPS (writes per second)
with iodepth=16, using various cache block sizes ranging
from 64 KB to 256 KB. The fio write sizes are the same
as the catch block sizes. The result (Fig. 2) shows that the
performance is severely affected when adopting synchronous
update for dirty-bit metadata, causing several times IOPS
degradation. The high overhead prevents synchronous update of dirty-bit metadata from being adopted by DM-cache.
Unfortunately, asynchronous metadata update causes all
cached data on SSDs to be assumed dirty once the system
crashes and gets restarted, which results in long crash
recovery times and consequently low availability. For example, in our production block storage system where we
use DM-cache to combine multiple SSDs with multiple
HDDs on each storage machine, it takes more than two
hours (depending on the workloads) to recover from a power
failure (by demoting all cached blocks) even if most blocks
are clean. The low availability (caused by asynchronous
metadata update) prevents Linux’s HDD-SSD hybrid cache
mechanisms (like DM-cache) from being widely applied in
availability-sensitive scenarios.

3
3.1

MapperX Design
Synchronous Metadata Update

The timing of dirty-bit metadata update is a dilemma for
HDD-SSD hybrid devices. The asynchronous update mechanism periodically updates dirty bits for not affecting
normal writes but suffers from long crash recovery time
(since all SSD-cached blocks have to be assumed dirty and
get recovered even if most of them are clean); while the
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Figure 3: MapperX maintains an on-disk adaptive bit-tree
(ABT), a summary of the complete bit-tree (CBT) of which
the leaves represent the states of all HDD blocks. Black
nodes represent dirty = true. ABT is synchronously updated
for each write, but most updates do not need persistence to
SSD since one bit represents a set of consecutive blocks.

synchronous update mechanism keeps all dirty bits up-todate for fast crash recovery but greatly increases the latency
of cached writes. Although the-state-of-the-art caching
solution (DM-cache) adopts asynchronous update for high
I/O performance, in this paper we propose to take the
synchronous update mechanism for fast crash recovery.
The challenge is that there is no trade-offs for the timing
of dirty-bit metadata update, because once the metadata is
asynchronously updated even only one outdated bit state
would require demotion of all cached blocks to ensure data
durability after crash recovery. To address this challenge, our
key idea is to adjust the granularity, instead of the timing,
of dirty-bit metadata update to smoothly trade off between
normal I/O performance and crash recovery time.
Workloads in the cloud usually have adequate write locality which can be leveraged to use one bit to represent the
state of a range of consecutive blocks, as long as we can
(roughly) know the effective range of the bit. Note that false
positives of the effective range are not critical: if one clean
block is wrongly included in the effective range of a dirty bit,
the price is simply an unnecessary demotion of that block in
crash recovery.
There is an in-memory bitmap that precisely records the
state of every block. We ﬁrst extend the in-memory bitmap to
a (logical) hierarchical complete bit-tree or CBT (as shown
in Fig. 3(left)), where the leaves are the bits of the bitmap and
each inner node is the disjunction of its direct children. Then,
MapperX maintains a summary of the CBT on the metadata
device, which we refer to as on-disk adaptive bit-tree (ABT),
as shown in Fig. 3(right). The ABT is synchronously
updated for each write request, but most updates do not
cause disk writes for metadata persistence, as discussed
below. Each inner node of the ABT represents a range
of consecutive blocks, and thus only the ﬁrst dirty block
within the range causes a write to the metadata device and
subsequent writes of blocks in the range need no persistence.
Initially, the ABT only has a root node representing the states
of all cache blocks, which will change from clean to dirty
after the ﬁrst block write.
MapperX proposes a synchronous ABT update mecha-
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Algorithm 1 Synchronous bit-tree update of MapperX
1: procedure B IT T REE U PDATE (Block b, Adaptive bittree abt)
2:
Update in-memory bitmap by b
3:
Calculate affected inner nodes of complete bit-tree
(cbt)  Dirty if any child dirty, clean if all children clean
4:
if b causes leaf node L of abt to become dirty then
5:
Update abt on disk according to cbt
6:
end if
7:
return SUCCESS
8: end procedure
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

procedure P ERIODIC A DJUST(Period p, SLA n, Adaptive bit-tree abt)
W ← total number of client writes during p
N ← total number of metadata writes during p
if N/W ≥ 1/10n then  Too many metadata writes
parents ← all direct parents of the leaves in abt
target parent ← the parent from parents which
has experienced the most metadata writes during p
Delete all children of target parent in abt
else
target lea f ← the leaf from all leaf nodes of abt
which has experienced the least metadata writes in p
Generate d children for target lea f in abt and
set their states according to cbt  d is the degree of abt
end if
return SUCCESS
end procedure

nism (Algorithm 1), which can adaptively adjust the metadata persistence frequency. The basic idea is to control the
effective range of the corresponding bits of the leaves (i.e.,
the granularity of metadata update) by adding/deleting leaves
in the ABT. Leaves at higher levels (farther from the root) in
the ABT represent the states of a smaller range of blocks
and thus increasing the levels of the ABT will increase the
metadata persistence overhead while reducing the expected
recovery time, and vice versa. When adding child leaves to
an existing leaf node, the information about which children
are dirty can be obtained from the logical CBT (calculated
from the in-memory bitmap).
Since the user-perceived I/O performance is usually described as tail latencies, e.g., 99.9th percentile latency guarantee requires only one out of 1000 writes can be affected
by dirty-bit metadata update, we use the number of nines (n)
of the SLA (service-level agreement) to control the summary
levels of the ABT.
The B IT T REE U PDATE procedure ﬁrst updates the inmemory bitmap and calculates the affected nodes in the
complete bit-tree (Lines 2∼3). Then, if the current block
write causes a leaf node to change from clean to dirty, we
will persist the updated ABT (Lines 4∼6).
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Figure 4: Example of a virtual ABT (degree d = 2, level m =
4) stored in a ﬂat bit array for the actual ABT (Fig. 3(left)).
For d m−1 = 8 leaves (representing 8 blocks), there are totally
d m −1
i
∑m−1
i=0 d = d−1 = 15 nodes in the tree, which can be stored
using 15 bits (0010 1000 0000 000).
The P ERIODIC A DJUST procedure decides whether to add
or delete leaf nodes in the ABT according to the statistics of
the last period (p). The period is conﬁgurable and by default
set as one second. If there are too many metadata writes compared to the SLA in p, then we will remove all the children
of the parent that has experienced the most metadata writes
during p (Lines 12∼15). Otherwise we will add children to
the leaf node that has experienced the least metadata writes
during p (Lines 16∼18). Similar to the original DM-cache,
MapperX can synchronously or asynchronously update the
ABT (without add/deleting leaves) when the dirty blocks are
demoted to the HDD.

3.2

Fast Crash Recovery

Since the ABT is synchronously updated for every write
request, the leaf nodes in the ABT has no false negatives
for dirty states. That is, when a leaf is not dirty, each of
the blocks it represents are guaranteed to be not dirty and we
can safely skip these blocks in crash recovery. Therefore, the
recovery procedure of MapperX-based DM-cache devices is
straightforward: for each dirty leaf L of the ABT, demote all
SSD-cached blocks of L to the HDD.

3.3

Implementation

We have implemented MapperX on CentOS 7 by augmenting the original DM-cache with B IT T REE U PDATE and
P ERIODIC A DJUST in Algorithm 1, and realizing the inmemory CBT and the on-disk ABT structures in Fig. 3.
In order not to introduce extra storage overhead, we reuse
DM-cache’s four-byte dirty-bit metadata structure of each
cached block, of which DM-cache uses only the last two bits
(a dirty bit and a valid bit) leaving the ﬁrst 30 bits available
for MapperX. We organize the ﬁrst 30 bits of all cached
blocks’ metadata structures into a ﬂat bit array. To minimize
the update overhead of adding/deleting leaves, we store ABT
as the virtual ABT or V-ABT (Fig. 4) which has the same
numbers of levels and leaves as the CBT but where only the
ABT’s dirty leaves are 1 and all other inner/leaf nodes are 0.
We use the ﬂat bit array for statically representing the states
of all inner/leaf nodes in the V-ABT (each bit for one node
started from the root in a breadth-ﬁrst manner).
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Figure 5: MapperX (β = 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001) vs. DM-cache
(normal) in mean latency.
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Figure 7: MapperX (β = 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001) vs. DM-cache
(normal) in IOPS (writes per sec).
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Figure 8:
Recovery times of MapperX (β =
0.01, 0.001, 0.0001) relative to DM-cache for MSR traces.

4

respectively. The original DM-cache adopts asynchronous
metadata update (which equals to set max level = 1). The
results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively for the
mean and tail latencies. The results show that the latency
overhead of MapperX slightly increases as β increases from
0.0001 to 0.01, but the overhead is small compared to the
original DM-cache.
We compare the IOPS (number of writes per second) of
random writes of MapperX and DM-cache. The conﬁguration is the same as that in the latency test except that
we use one fio thread with iodepth = 16. The result is
shown in Fig. 7, where MapperX has similar IOPS with DMcache, which proves that the IOPS overhead of MapperX is
small compared to the original DM-cache. Note that higher
latency does not necessarily cause lower throughput (and
vice versa), because NVMe SSD supports high parallelism
which enables it to mask I/O delays with parallel I/O requests
ﬂying over the wire and waiting in the pipeline.

Evaluation

Our test machine has an Intel gold 6240 36-core 2.60GHz
CPU and 64GB RAM, running CentOS 7. The machine
has one SATA 7200RPM 2TB HDD and one NVMe 400GB
SSD. We conﬁgure the DM-cache virtual block device with
1TB HDD storage device, 128GB SSD cache device, and
1GB SSD metadata device. The client runs the fio benchmark tool [8] to perform random writes (rw=randwrite)
that all hit the SSD cache for three hundred seconds. Note
that cache miss should be avoided in this test because otherwise the poor performance of HDD storage would dominate
the overall performance making MapperX and DM-cache
have no difference.

4.1

Micro Benchmarks

We ﬁrst compare the latency of random writes of MapperX
and DM-cache. The cache block size (bs) is 64KB ∼ 256KB,
and the fio write block size is equal to the cache block size.
The degree of the tree is d = 4. We evaluate the latency using
one fio thread with iodepth = 1. We use β to represent
the expected ratio of metadata writes to all writes (i.e., β =
1/10n where n is the SLA) and set β = 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001,
respectively. We set max level = 7 (maximum number
of levels), which limits the ABT to have d max level = 16K
leaves each representing 1024, 512, and 256 blocks for bs
= 64KB, 128KB, and 256KB (for the 1TB HDD storage),
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4.2

Trace-Driven Evaluation

We compare the recovery performance of MapperX (bs =
128) and the original DM-cache, using the public I/O
traces from Microsoft Research [1] that capture block-level
I/O (below the ﬁlesystem cache) of various desktop/server
applications running for one week. The result is shown in
Fig. 8, where the original DM-cache has to recover all the
cached blocks because of its asynchronous dirty-bit metadata
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update. In contrast, MapperX only needs to recover much
fewer blocks owing to its synchronous dirty-bit metadata
update. For example, the recovery time of MapperX with
β = 0.01 for the proj trace is only 0.6% that of DM-cache.
Generally speaking, less locality leads to fewer ABT levels,
fewer normal-time ABT updates, and longer crash recovery
time (due to higher false-positive rates), with the design of
the original DM-cache at the extreme end.

5

Related Work & Discussion

DM-cache [5], Bcache [3] and Flashcache [9] are Linux
kernel modules which are used to combine fast SSDs with
slow HDDs as a virtual block device. The difference is that
Bcache utilizes a btree cache structure, while Flashcache’s
cache is structured as a set-associative hash table. LVMcache [12] is built on top of DM-cache using logical volumes
to avoid calculation of block offsets and sizes. DM-cache
can also be used as the client-side local storage for caching
of virtual machines in storage area networks (SANs).
DM-cache and its variations asynchronously update dirty
bits and thus cannot recover from crashes with up-to-date
dirty-bit information. Consequently, all cached blocks on
SSD have to be assumed dirty, which makes cached blocks
have to be written to HDD. In contrast, MapperX uses ABT
to synchronously update dirty bits, providing ﬂexibility of
whether to write dirty data to HDD on recovery. Since
recovery from crashes takes time, it is natural for MapperX
to take a little more time (usually several minutes depending
on the volume of dirty data) for demotion.
In addition to DM-cache/LVM-cache/Bcache/Flashcache
provided by Linux kernel, several SSD-HDD hybrid designs
use SSD as a cache layer. For example, Nitro [37] designs
a capacity-optimized SSD cache for primary storage. Solid
State Hybrid Drives (SSHD [28]) integrate an SSD inside
a traditional HDD and realize SSD cache in a way similar
to Nitro. U RSA [38] is a distributed block storage system
which stores primary replicas on SSDs and replicates backup
replicas on HDDs. Grifﬁn [60] designs a hybrid storage
device that uses HDDs as a write cache for SSDs to extend
SSD lifetimes. Compared to these studies, MapperX mainly
focuses on the tradeoff between normal write performance
and recovery times, using the ABT to adaptively adjust the
range represented by the leaves.
Journal [38] based metadata write is inefﬁcient [63] for
DM-cache because of expensive write ordering [22]. For
consistency, journal-based solutions always impose ordering
constraint on writes (e.g., data → sync → metadata → sync)
[21], which both increases latency and decreases throughput.
In DM-cache and MapperX, if the blocks are already in the
cache then the writes need not update the mapping metadata,
so they only need one SSD write for DM-cache (Fig. 1) and
(if ABT unchanged) for MapperX.
Log-structured solutions [24] are inefﬁcient for DM-
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cache, because log-style writing always causes changes of
the SSD-HDD mapping metadata (due to new block allocation) which has to be updated even for cache-hit write
requests. In contrast, this can be avoided by DM-cache
and MapperX for cache-hit write requests when mapping
metadata keeps unchanged, where only one metadata write
is needed (Fig. 1). Moreover, garbage collection (GC) [49]
for old versions is expensive for log-structured systems.
Hardware-based, out-of-band solutions [17] require special hardware and driver supports with high programming
complexity, and recently-emerging open-channel SSDs [7]
are not readily available. As far as we know, large cloud
providers that own millions of SSDs only have a few thousands SSDs with open-channel customization support. Further, synchronous update of SSD page states can be viewed
as a special case of ABT where each leaf represents a page.
This is inefﬁcient for workloads with good locality where
page states frequently change: writing a page back to HDD
requires to synchronously change its state (clean) on SSD,
which can be avoided by ABT if the higher-level node state
keeps unchanged (dirty). On the other hand, NVM (nonvolatile memory) [6] based solutions [15, 19, 20, 62, 71]
are promising but expensive. NVM is still uncommon in the
cloud, and the relatively-small NVM is expected to be used
in more critical scenarios.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents MapperX, a novel extension to DMcache that uses an on-disk bit-tree to synchronously persist
the dirty-bit metadata in a hierarchical manner. Experimental
results show that MapperX signiﬁcantly outperforms DMcache in crash recovery times while only introducing negligible metadata write overhead. In our future work, we will
apply EC [34, 39, 45, 55, 70] for ABT, study the impact of
MapperX on durability and consistency [30, 32, 46, 52, 58],
apply ABT in distributed ﬁle systems [21, 23, 29, 36, 50,
53, 56, 59] and object storage systems [2, 16, 47, 64, 67],
apply bloom ﬁlters [25, 42, 57, 61, 69] and compression
[18, 41, 54] in ABT, and improve ABT’s adjustment policy.
The source code of MapperX is available at [10].
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